Abstract. Using asymptotic Padé approximant methods, we have calculated the O(α . We find that the asymptotic Padé predictions for the renormalization-group accessible coefficients of L, L 2 and L 3 are within 1%, 2%
INTRODUCTION
The Higgs boson remains the only missing particle within the Standard Model of particle physics. One of the principal hadronic decay modes for a WeinbergSalam Higgs (of mass 100 − 175 GeV ) is the Higgs → 2 gluon (H → gg) process, a process whose leading (one-loop) contribution is O(α The present paper is directed towards an estimate of the next order (i.e., fourloop) contribution of the H → gg process by using renormalization group (RG) and asymptotic Padé-approximant methods similar to those employed in [2] for next-order terms in correlation functions, and in [3] for the case of a (non-StandardModel) CP-odd Higgs decay into two gluons. In the analysis of this latter process, we obtained Padé-approximant estimates of RG-accessible coefficients of next-order perturbation theory that are accurate to within a few percent, providing support for the Padé-predicted RG-inaccessible coefficient still needed for an estimate of the O(α
The rate (1) is expressed entirely in terms of a scale-dependent t-quark mass and coupling constant characterised by six active flavours via L(µ) ≡ ln
involves a scale-independent ratio of propagator-pole Higgs and t-quark masses [4] . The coefficients c i in (2) characterize the unknown 4th loop contribution to the decay rate. Three of these unknown coefficients [c 1 , c 2 , c 3 ] can be extracted via the RG-invariance of the physical decay rate:
The β and γ m functions for six active flavours are given by
One can verify that (3) is valid order by order to known terms in (2 
In the following section, we will utilize asymptotic Padé approximation procedure to estimate {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }. The ability to predict known coefficients will serve to test the appropriateness of this procedure for estimating the RG-inaccessible coefficient c 0 .
PADÉ PREDICTIONS FOR FOUR-LOOP COEFFICIENTS
The series S[x, L, T ] in (2) may be expressed as follows:
where
As discussed in prior work [2, 3, 5] and in another contribution to these Proceedings,
1 Padé-approximant methods may be utilized in order to predict that
To obtain c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , we match the scale dependence of (10) to that of (11) over the L > 0 region [ultraviolet scales of µ > M t (µ)] by optimizing the least squares function
as in our prior contribution to this Proceedings,
[L = −ln(w)], and with R 3 given by (11). For M H = 100 GeV (T = −1.126), we find that 
The corresponding true values of the RG-accessible coefficients (6) when M H = 100 GeV are c 1 = 1789.02, c 2 = 385.568, c 3 = 21.4375.
indicative of the accuracy of the estimation procedure leading to (15). In Table 1 , a tabulated set of predictions of the four loop term c 0 is given for M H between 100 and 175 GeV . Relative errors of c 1 and c 2 are seen to remain within 2% over the range of M H given; c 3 is seen to be within 7% of its true value for the same range. The results for c 0 , as tabulated in Table 1 , can be utilized to predict c 0 as a degree-3 polynomial in T :
This prediction, as obtained via Padé-approximant methods, can be coupled with c 3 and the known T -dependence (6) of c 1 (T ) and c 2 (T ) to predict the full four-loop contribution (10) to S[x(µ), L(µ), T ], the scale-sensitive (i.e., µ-dependent) portion (7) of the H → gg rate (1) . Surprisingly, the scale-dependence of S[x(µ), L(µ), T ] is virtually eliminated upon incorporation of the estimated four-loop contribution to the rate. In Table 2 (15) for M H = 100 GeV are virtually identical to those of the moment approach, which also depend on the asymptotic Padé prediction (11) for the four-loop term. grows to be 4.6% of the leading term (unity) in the series, the rate itself is seen to exhibit a relative error |∆S/S| < ∼ 0.3% over the range This reduction in scale dependence is even more dramatic as M H increases to 150 GeV , as is evident from Table 3 . Incorporation of the Padé estimate c 0 = 1120 (Table 1) 
